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Abstract. Hepatitis B virus (HBV)-associated hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC) is the most common type of liver cancer in 
China. Thermal ablation is one of the main strategies for HCC 
treatment. However, few studies have investigated the proper-
ties of the immune response following thermal ablation thus 
far. In the present study, five subjects with HBV‑associated 
HCC were recruited from The Beijing You'an Hospital. 
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were collected 
at three time points: Prior to thermal ablation (PR), 1-3 days 
post-ablation (P1) and 5-7 days post-ablation (P7). An Illumina 
850K methylation microarray was employed to determine the 
DNA methylation profile of each sample. Data were analyzed 
using different methylation probes with the Bioconductor 
package in R. Following annotation of different methylation 
CG sites (CGs), the associated genes were subjected to an 
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. A total of 3,000 significantly 
different CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(fold‑change)|>0.5) were 
identified within the PR, P1 and P7 time points. Of these, 

744 (24.8%) sites increased between the PR and P1 time points 
but gradually decreased at the P7 time point. The remaining 
2,256 (75.2%) sites decreased between the PR and P1 time 
points gradually increased at the P7 time point. Following 
gene annotation of different CGs on the promoter, signaling 
pathways analysis demonstrated that ‘p70S6K signaling’, 
‘CXCR4 signaling’, ‘dendritic cell maturation’, ‘production of 
nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species in macrophages’ path-
ways were activated at the P7 time point. The present study 
suggested that PBMC DNA methylation had changed soon 
after thermal ablation for subjects with HBV‑associated HCC, 
and systemic immune responses were activated, particularly at 
the P7 time point.

Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common form 
of liver cancer, the sixth most commonly diagnosed cancer, 
and the fourth leading cause of cancer-associated mortality 
worldwide (1). In China, HCC is the third leading cause of 
cancer-associated mortality (2). Moreover, the mortality rate 
of hepatitis B virus (HBV)-associated liver cancer was 16.42 
per 100,000 people in 2016 (3). The annual disability‑adjusted 
life-years of liver cancer caused by HBV in China have been 
consistently higher than the global level (3).

While surgical resection is the most common method for 
HCC treatment, radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and micro-
wave ablation (MWA) have attracted increasing interest due 
to the reduced trauma and faster recovery observed with these 
approaches (4). Additionally, both RFA and MWA are acces-
sible to subjects who are not eligible for surgical resection (5,6). 
Notably, no difference has been observed in the overall 
survival rate and disease‑free survival rate in subjects with 
early-stage HCC between ablation and surgical resection (7,8). 
An alternative tumor‑specific target treatment should generate 
a tumor‑specific immune response in patients with cancer (9). 
Previous clinical studies suggested that RFA induced the 
expression of tumor-associated antigen as well as the activa-
tion of the immune response, which not only increased the 
number of tumor‑specific immune cells, but also the frequency 
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of immune cells specific for recall antigens (10‑12). However, 
whether the systemic immune response can be activated after 
ablation remains unclear.

DNA methylation mediates primary epigenetic regulation 
of genome function. Previous studies indicated that DNA 
methylation was involved in the development of immune 
cells (13), T lymphocyte function, persistent inflammation, 
HCC progression (14-16) and the effector phase of chronic 
viral infection (17). The inhibition of de novo DNA methyla-
tion programs combined with immune checkpoint blockade 
can facilitate the control of chronic viral infection and tumor 
growth (18). Our previous study demonstrated that peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) DNA methylated altera-
tions were enriched in immune-associated canonical pathways 
and had immune modulation functions during HCC progres-
sion (19). Thus, it is essential to investigate the dynamic 
immune response profile following thermal ablation by DNA 
methylation, as well as the potential effective immune response 
mechanism.

To the best of the authors' knowledge, few studies have 
investigated the effects of the systemic immune response and 
immune-activated time points following thermal ablation for 
HCC. The present study established the PBMC DNA meth-
ylation profiles for HBV‑associated HCC in order to describe 
the epigenetic changes associated with the immune response 
following thermal ablation treatment.

Materials and methods

Sample collection. In the present study, five subjects with 
HCC (The nomenclature of the subjects were represented by 
‘M + number’, thereafter referred to as M1, M2, M3, M4 and 
M5) were recruited at Beijing You'an Hospital of the Capital 
Medical University from January 2018 and March 2018. The 
diagnosis of HCC was based on the European Association for 
the Study of the Liver Clinical Practice Guidelines (20), and 
the classification of HCC stages was based on the Barcelona 
Clinic Liver Cancer staging system (21). The following inclu-
sion criteria were used: i) Liver biopsy or film degree exam 
diagnosed as HCC; ii) subjects positive for HBV surface 
antigen; iii) liver cirrhosis classified as Child‑Pugh class A; 
iv) single HCC nodule ≤5 cm; and v) absence of extrahepatic 
metastasis. The exclusion criteria were as follows: i) Subjects 
undergoing treatment, such as thermal ablation, surgical resec-
tion, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, gene therapy, adoptive cellular 
immunotherapy, or any other treatments for HCC; ii) subjects 
with coexistent hematological disorders, serious or active infec-
tion before treatment; iii) subjects with other types of cancer; 
iv) combinations with other virus infections and autoimmune 
diseases; v) no procedure‑associated complications occurred; 
and vi) subjects undergoing other interventional procedures 
during hospitalization, such as biliary drainage or cyst punc-
ture drainage. No subjects included in the present study had 
received HCC‑associated treatment. All subjects had undergone 
abdominal CT or abdominal MRI before and after thermal abla-
tion (thereafter referred to as ablation). The present study was 
approved by The Ethics Committee of Beijing You'an Hospital, 
Capital Medical University. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all subjects. The present study was performed 
according to the guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration.

A total of 10 ml whole-blood samples were collected 
prior to thermal ablation (PR), 1-3 days post-ablation (P1), 
and 5‑7 days post‑ablation (P7) following the first ablation 
treatment (among them, M3 subject underwent two ablation 
treatment, and other subjects underwent one ablation treat-
ment in the hospitalization). PBMCs were isolated by Ficoll 
density gradient within 6 h after peripheral blood collection, 
then stored in liquid nitrogen until use.

Interventional treatments. Before transarterial chemo-embo-
lization (TACE; microguide wire and microcatheter; Asahi 
Intecc, Co., Ltd.), a percutaneous liver biopsy was taken. 
RFA (RF electrode needle; AngioDynamics, Inc.) or MWA 
(microwave ablation needle; Nanjing Eco Microwave System, 
Co., Ltd.) was performed under local anesthesia 1 week after 
TACE. The power and duration of RFA or MWA are presented 
in Table I. The aforementioned treatments were performed 
by an interventional radiologist with >5 years of experience. 
Abdominal CT was used to evaluate the ablation effect by 
all radiologists in The Interventional Therapy Center for 
Oncology.

Illumina BeadChip 850K analysis and methylation assay. 
DNA was extracted from PBMCs using a QIAamp DNA Mini 
kit (Qiagen GmbH) according to the manufacturer's protocol. 
DNA purity was assessed by measuring the A260/A280 ratio 
using a NanoDrop™ instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.). DNA integrity was evaluated via agarose gel electro-
phoresis. An intense band within the high-molecular weight 
range (>10 kb) was required to pass the quality control assess-
ment. Bisulfite conversion was performed according to the 
manufacturer's recommendations in the EZ DNA Methylation 
kit (Zymo Research Corp.), followed by Illumina 850K 
BeadChip analysis (Infinium Methylation EPIC BeadChip 
v.1.0 (8 samples/chip); Illumina, Inc.). DNA methylation levels 
was detected using Illumina Infinium HD Methylation Assay 
(Infinium Methylation EPIC BeadChip kit v.1.0 (16 samples); 
Illumina, Inc.) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

Statistical analysis. Illumina arrays were analyzed using 
Bioconductor package in R (22-25). Raw data were kept for 
probes with a mean detection value of P<0.05. Probes on the 
X or Y chromosome were filtered out in order to mitigate sex 
effects, as well as probes with single nucleotide polymor-
phisms and probes that aligned to multiple locations (24,25). 
Intra‑array normalization adjusting biased data was performed 
using preprocess Quantile (24). The present study corrected 
for batch effects after normalization and filtering using the 
sva Bioconductor package in R (26). The β-values of the 
normalized data were used for downstream statistical analysis. 
Differentially methylated CG sites (CGs) at PR, P1 and P7 
time points were identified using one‑way ANOVA with the 
lmFit function in the Bioconductor package Limma (23) and 
correcting for multiple testing using Benjamini‑Hochberg 
(adjusted P<0.05), and |log(FC) |>0.5 was also used to indicate 
the significant difference, where FC is the fold‑change (23). 
Pearson correlation analyses were performed to identify 
correlations among the three‑time points (r>0.8 or r<‑0.8). 
Heatmaps and boxplots were generated using the pheatmap 
(https://CRAN.R‑project.org/package=pheatmap) and ggplot2 
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(https://CRAN.R‑project.org/package=ggplot2) package in R. 
After the annotation of differentially methylated CGs on the 
promoter, the mean β-value of those CGs was calculated to 
predict positive or negative gene expression. Pathway analysis 
of genes was determined by Gene Ontology analysis using 
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; Qiagen GmbH), Fisher's 
exact test was used to calculate P-values, determining the 
probability between genes and the canonical pathways, and 
any pathway with ‑log(P)>1 and at least three genes were 
included in the analysis. The age of those patients is expressed 
as the mean ± standard deviation.

Results

Clinical characteristics. The demographic and clinical charac-
teristics of the five subjects are presented in Table I. The mean 
age was 52.80±6.87 years. Parameters which could impact the 
distribution of DNA methylation, such as age, sex, drinking 
and smoking, were eliminated by paired analysis with the 
samples of each subject before and after ablation treatment.

Distribution of DNA methylation differs at the PR, P1 and 
P7 time points. The present study delineated differentially 
methylated CGs among the PR, P1 and P7 time points using 

the Bioconductor package Limma (23). A total of 119,440 
differentially methylated CGs were identified (adjusted 
P<0.05): 115,166 different CGs between the PR and P1 time 
points, 84,330 CGs between the PR and P7 time points, and 
84,673 CGs between the P1 and P7 time points. T-distributed 
stochastic neighbor embedding of those 119,440 CGs exhibited 
a good separation effect among the three time points (Fig. 1A).

Paired analysis with Benjamini‑Hochberg correction 
(adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5) was performed. Finally, there 
were 2,779 differentially methylated sites between the PR and 
P1 time points (Fig. 1B), 374 differentially methylated sites 
between the P1 and P7 time points (Fig. 1C), and 204 differ-
entially methylated sites between the PR and P7 time points 
(Fig. 1D). The clustering analysis demonstrated that all those 
different CGs could well distinguish those time points.

Immune activation at the P1 time point is associated with 
systemic stress responses. Next, 3,000 differently methyl-
ated CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5) in all three groups 
were focused on. The mean methylation levels of those 3,000 
CGs were decreased between the PR and P1 time points, but 
increased at the P7 time point (Fig. 2A). Among the 3,000 CGs, 
there were 744 (24.8%; 744/3,000) sites with increased meth-
ylation between the PR and P1 time points, which gradually 

Table I. Demographic and clinical data of five patients with hepatitis B virus‑associated hepatocellular carcinoma undergoing 
thermal ablation.

Subjects Ma1 Ma2 Ma3 Ma4 Ma5

Time point-PRb 2018/1/8 2018/1/24 2018/2/23 2018/3/16 2018/2/23
Time point-P1c 2018/1/18 2018/1/30 2018/3/1 2018/3/21 2018/3/2
Time point-P7d 2018/1/22 2018/2/5 2018/3/7 2018/3/26 2018/3/6
Age 48 62 46 58 50
Sex Male Female Male Male Male
Alcohol Abstaining for 6 years No Consuming for the past No No
   5 years  
Smoking, years No 30 26 No No
Cirrhotic morphology Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prior treatment No No No No No
Tumor nodules, n 1 1 4 1 1
Maximum diameter, cm 4.4 2.5 4.5,1,1,2 2.2 2.7
Ablation region maximum 5.45 7.15 6.08, 2.14 8.92 6.23
diameter, cm     
Tumor size treated, cm 4.4 2.5 4.5,1 2.2 2.7
Complete ablation or note Yes Yes No No Yes
Total ablation numberf 1 1 2 1 1
Vascular invasion No Yes No Yes No
Distant metastasis No No No No No
BCLCg A C B C A
Surgery duration, min 85 80 100 160 120
Relapse No No No Yes No

aNomenclature of the subjects; bPrior to thermal ablation; c1‑3 days post‑ablation; d5‑7 days post‑ablation; eComplete ablation or incomplete 
ablation at the sample collection; fThe total number of ablation in this hospitalization; gClassification of hepatocellular carcinoma stages based 
on the BCLC staging system. PR, prior to thermal therapy; P1, 1‑3 days post‑ablation; P7, 5‑7 days post‑ablation; BCLC, Barcelona Clinic 
Liver Cancer.
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decreased at the P7 time point (Fig. 2B). At the same time, 
there were 2,256 (75.2%; 2,256/3,000) sites with decreased 
methylation between the PR and P1 time points, which gradu-
ally increased at the P7 time point (Fig. 2C).

Gene annotation of differentially methylated sites located 
on the promoter indicated that there were 759 different genes 
between the PR and P1 time points, and 167 different genes 
between the P1 and P7 time points. The signaling pathways 
associated with these genes were then identified using IPA. 
The results were filtered in order to select immune‑associated 
pathways, which identified 46 signaling pathways between the 
PR and P1 time points, 27 signaling pathways between the P1 
and P7 time points (‑log(P)>1, with at least three genes in one 
pathway).

For the PR and P1 time points, several systemic stress 
response pathways were identified, such as ‘neuroinflamma-
tion signaling pathway’ and ‘antioxidant action of vitamin C’. 
Innate and adaptive immune pathways were also observed, 
such as ‘T cell exhaustion signaling pathway’, ‘production 
of nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species in macrophages’ 

and ‘activation of IRF by cytosolic pattern recognition recep-
tors’. Moreover, the ‘FAT10 cancer signaling pathway’ was 
activated. However, T lymphocyte co-stimulation (‘CD28 
signaling in T helper cells’ and ‘CD40 signaling’), activation 
(‘PKCθ signaling in T lymphocytes’), migration (‘CXCR4 
signaling’) and the ‘Th1 pathway’ were suppressed (Fig. 2D).

At the P1 and P7 time points, several systemic stress 
response pathways were suppressed, such as the ‘adre-
nomedullin signaling pathway’ and the ‘NRF2-mediated 
oxidative stress response’. Several innate and adaptive 
immune pathways that were activated at the P1 time point 
were suppressed at the P7 time point, such as ‘T cell exhaus-
tion signaling pathway’ and ‘production of nitric oxide and 
reactive oxygen species in macrophages’. The change trends 
of 19 other pathways, including ‘dendritic cell maturation’ and 
‘natural killer cell signaling’, were unclear (Fig. 2E).

Activation of the adaptive immune response at the P7 time 
point. Following the gene annotation and signaling pathway 
analysis, there were 184 different genes, and 29 signaling 

Figure 1. Differentially methylated CGs at the PR, P1 and P7 time points. (A) One-way ANOVA was used to compare differentially methylated CGs among 
the three time points. Distributional characteristics of the 119,440 different CGs are displayed by TSNE. (B) Heatmap of hierarchical clustering by 2,779 
differentially methylated CGs between the PR and P1 time points, the color indicates the CGs methylation level, the deep color represents greater expression 
(red denotes hypermethylation; blue denotes hypomethylation). (C) Heatmap of hierarchical clustering by 374 differentially methylated CGs between the P1 
and P7 time points, the color indicates the CGs methylation level, the deep color represents greater expression (red denotes hypermethylation; blue denotes 
hypomethylation). (D) Heatmap of hierarchical clustering by 204 differentially methylated CGs between the PR and P7 time points, the color indicates 
the CGs methylation level, the deep color represents greater expression (red denotes hypermethylation; blue denotes hypomethylation). Adjusted P<0.05; 
|log(fold‑change)|>0.5. CGs, CG sites; TSNE, T‑distributed stochastic neighbor embedding; PR, prior to thermal therapy; P1, 1‑3 days post‑ablation; P7, 
5-7 days post-ablation.
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pathways altered between the PR and P7 time points (‑log(P)>1, 
at least three genes in one pathway). In total, 7 pathways were 
activated, including innate immunity (‘dendritic cell matura-
tion’ and ‘production of nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species 
in macrophages’). In addition, T cell-related pathways were also 
observed, such as ‘CXCR4 signaling’, the ‘Th1 pathway’ and the 
‘Th2 pathway’. The ‘osteoarthritis pathway’ was suppressed, and 
the change trends for 21 other pathways were unclear (Fig. 3A).

Excluding the T helper cell 1 (Th1), T helper cell 2 (Th2) 
and neuroinflammation pathways, the present study focused 
on the remaining four pathways (‘p70S6K signaling’, ‘CXCR4 
signaling’, ‘dendritic cell maturation’ and ‘production of nitric 
oxide and reactive oxygen species in macrophages’), to further 
analyze the increased or decreased expression of the pathway 
associated CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5), and the 
upregulated or downregulated expression of the annotated genes 
(Fig. 3B‑E). The majority of CGs had consistent change trends 
that there was an increase at the P1 time point, there was also an 
increase at the P7 time points; there was a decrease at the P1 time 
point, there was also a decrease at the P7 time points (Fig. 3B-E).

Discussion

An effective tumor‑specific immune response and long‑lasting 
anti-tumor immunity is necessary for the development of 
an effective form of immunotherapy (9). The present study 
focused on the global genomic DNA methylation profiles 
of PBMCs to describe the overall immune change trends 
following ablation treatment for patients with HBV-associated 

HCC. DNA methylation profiles of pathways associated with 
the immune system were different at the P1 and P7 time points 
following ablation, and affected the systemic stress response 
at the P1 time point in particular. The activation of ‘Th1 
pathway’, ‘Th2 pathway’ and ‘CXCR4 signaling’, as well as 
macrophage and dendritic cell-related pathways indicated that 
effective immune responses were observable at the P7 time 
point. However, DNA methylation in these pathways were 
already altered at the P1 time point, suggesting that changes 
in DNA methylation occurred early after ablation. Hence, the 
timing of combined immunotherapy and ablation procedures 
should be chosen with caution.

As a main site of immune tolerance, the liver can affect 
pathogen-specific immune responses (27). In addition, 
the liver can release HCC-associated circular tumor DNA 
to the peripheral blood (28,29). Abnormal liver lesions 
can also be detected by clinical laboratory tests, such as 
alanine transaminase and aspartate aminotransferase. Our 
previous study revealed that alterations of DNA methyla-
tion in the immune system were closely associated with the 
development of HCC (19). Other previous studies suggested 
that ablation could induce tumor antigen-associated T cell 
responses (10), as well as systemic immune responses (12). 
As peripheral immune cells can reflect the HCC‑associated 
immune response to a certain extent, PBMCs were used for 
analysis in the present study. Following different methyla-
tion CGs analysis and the estimation of gene expression, the 
methylation levels of those CGs and immune-associated 
pathways were used to observe the methylation and immune 

Figure 2. Change trend of mean methylation level and pathway analysis at the PR, P1, P7 time points. (A) Boxplot of DNA methylation mean β-values of 
3,000 CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5) among the PR, P1 and P7 time points. (B) Boxplot of DNA methylation mean β‑values of 744 (24.8%; 744/3,000) 
increased CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5) between the PR and P1 time points, which were decreased at the P7 time point. (C) Boxplot of DNA methyla-
tion mean β‑values of 2,256 (75.2%; 2,256/3,000) decreased CGs (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5) between the PR and P1 time points, which were increased 
at the P7 time point. (D) Pathway analysis between the PR and P1 time points (‑log(P)>1). Unclear pathways are not presented. (E) Pathway analysis between 
the P1 and P7 time points (‑log(P)>1). CGs, CG sites; FC, fold‑change; PR, prior to thermal therapy; P1, 1‑3 days post‑ablation; P7, 5‑7 days post‑ablation.
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response change trend following ablation. The increased sites 
between the PR and P1 time points gradually decreased at 
the P7 time point, and the decreased sites between the PR 
and P1 time points gradually increased at the P7 time point. 
Combined with the pathway analysis, which demonstrated 
that the activated pathways between the PR and P1 time 
points were suppressed at the P1 and P7 time points, and 
the stress response-associated ‘adrenomedullin signaling 
pathway’ and ‘NRF2-mediated oxidative stress response’ 
were also suppressed at the P1 and P7 time points. Therefore, 
the present study suggested that the suppressed effect of 
those pathways was caused by a systemic stress response.

Between the PR and P7 time points, 7 signaling pathways 
were activated following ablation. Among them, the neuroin-
flammation and osteoarthritis pathways (30,31), Th1, Th2 and 
p70 ribosomal S6 kinase (p70S6K) signaling were associated 
with the change of immune microenvironment. Previous studies 
about HCC indicated that Th1 cells mediated the immune clear-
ance of tumor cells and prevented tumorigenesis (32), and the 
cytokines that they produced are strongly associated with good 
clinical outcome (33), whereas Th2 cells were associated with 
tumor growth or metastasis (34). It is well known that Th1/Th2 
balance is broken in the HCC micro-environment (35). Thus, the 
activation of Th1 and Th2 signaling pathways and the signifi-
cant activation of Th1 pathway in the present study suggested 
the possibility that ablation may reverse the Th1/Th2 immune 
imbalance of HCC subjects. p70S6K is a serine/threonine 

protein kinase, and the activation of the PI3K/mTOR/p70S6K 
pathway may serve to integrate the extracellular signals to 
regulate the appropriate differentiation program of naïve CD4+ T 
cells and the generation of effector T cells (36). Robust Th1 cell 
and cytotoxic immune responses are associated with prolonged 
survival in patients with HCC (33). Based on the aforementioned 
data, it can be speculated that the activation of Th1 and p70S6K 
pathways after ablation were associated with immune activation.

C-X-C motif chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) is an 
α-chemokine receptor that binds stromal-derived factor 1 
and can activate multiple biological processes (37). Following 
T cell receptor crosslinking, CXCR4 is recruited and accu-
mulates at the immunological synapse, resulting in a stronger 
T cell/antigen‑presenting cell (APC) interaction, high levels of 
T cell proliferation and interferon-γ production (38). Meanwhile, 
the activation of classically activated macrophages can produce 
pro‑inflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen/nitrogen 
species, which are crucial for host defense and tumor cell killing, 
and suppress HCC cell growth and induce liver tumor regres-
sion (39). Phenotypically, they also express high levels of major 
histocompatibility complex class II, CD68, CD80 and CD86 
costimulatory molecules (40). In addition, tumor‑specific T cells 
in pre-malignant liver lesions encountering tumor antigens on 
non‑professional and/or non‑activated APCs in a non‑inflam-
matory context can lead to peripheral self-tolerance (14). 
Therefore, the activation of CXCR4, dendritic cell maturation 
and macrophage signaling can promote the interaction between 

Figure 3. Pathway analysis between the PR and P7 time points. (A) Pathway analysis between the PR and P7 time points (‑log(P)>1). (B) Change trend of 
‘p30S6K signaling’-associated genes between PR and P7 time points (upper). Red indicates activation, blue indicates suppression. Boxplot (bottom) indicates 
the mean methylation levels of increased (left) and decreased (right) CGs in this pathway, whose levels of methylation were significant between PR and P7 
time points (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5). (C) Change trend of ‘CXCR4 signaling’‑associated genes between PR and P7 time points (upper), red indicates 
activation. Boxplot (bottom) shows the mean methylated levels of those decreased CGs in this pathway, whose levels of methylation were significant between 
PR and P7 time points (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5). (D) Change trend of ‘dendritic cell maturation’ pathway‑associated genes between PR and P7 time 
points (upper), red indicates activation, blue indicates suppression. Boxplot (bottom) indicates the mean methylation levels of increased (left) and decreased 
(right) CGs in this pathway, whose levels of methylation were significant between PR and P7 time points (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5), respectively. 
(E) Change trend of ‘production of nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species in macrophages’-associated genes between PR and P7 time points (upper). Red 
indicates activation, blue indicates suppression. Boxplot (bottom) indicates the mean methylation levels of increased (left) and decreased (right) CGs in this 
pathway, whose levels of methylation were significant between PR and P7 time points (adjusted P<0.05; |log(FC)|>0.5). FC, fold‑change; CGs, CG sites; PR, 
prior to thermal therapy; P1, 1‑3 days post‑ablation; P7, 5‑7 days post‑ablation.
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T cell and APC, increase host defense function, and are neces-
sary for effective anti-tumor immune responses.

A correlation analysis among the PR, P1 and P7 time points 
demonstrated that the M3 and M4 subjects had a different 
change in trend compared with others (data not shown). 
Considering the consistency of the inclusion and exclusion 
criteria, the potential confounding factors (such as smoking, 
drinking, sex and age) can be ignored by paired analysis, so the 
ablation and tumor-associated factor may be the main factors 
accounting for this difference. Previous studies indicated that 
incomplete ablation could activate signaling pathways that 
may favor pro-tumor development or metastasis (41-43). In 
the present study, two subjects (M3 and M4) received incom-
plete ablation at the sample collection time point. According 
to the aforementioned analysis, the present study inferred 
that these two subjects with incomplete ablation may have a 
different immune response trend compared with the complete 
ablation subjects, however, this requires further validation.

According to the standard deviation among three time 
points (0.016) and the desired power (0.8), the appropriate 
sample sizes for microarray experiments were calculated, 
which suggested that a small sample size (n=3) was required 
to detect a δ of 0.1 at the microarray data set. Thus, the 
paired sample size of five is large enough to explain those 
results. However, there were several limitations to the present 
study. First, since there were only five subjects in the present 
study, the immune response could not be compared between 
incomplete and complete ablation subjects. Secondly, gene 
expression is affected not only by DNA methylation, but also 
by histone deacetylation (44). Thus, the effects of deacetylation 
should also be investigated. Thirdly, a previous study indicated 
that a single high dose of radiation could affect the immune 
response (45) In the present study, samples were collected 
before and after the first ablation treatment to understand how 
the immune response is affected by repeated ablation treat-
ments requires further investigation.

Overall, the results of the present study demonstrated that 
DNA methylation could be altered soon after ablation, while 
systemic immune responses were induced at the P7 time point. 
Furthermore, the continuously activated signaling pathways 
may not end at the P7 time points. Hence, it is necessary to 
investigate the duration of immune activation, and the time 
point of immunotherapy, particularly for the immune check-
point inhibitor for ablation subjects in a future study.
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